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1-3-17: Voc. Less. 9 PQ
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 

you go; then, follow the instructions:

its the beginning of semester 2 what goals 
would you like to accomplish for this quarter 
and semester write them down and compare 
them to your 1st semester goals in today's 

answer and writing time

When you have finished answering the question(s) or when time is called, 
today, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking 

while you were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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Today is January 3, 2017            
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Vocab #9 PQ
6. Grade Check
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. What do you plan to do differently this semester from last semester? 
Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

               Daily Objective
I can ... evaluate my current knowledge 
of vocabulary and grammar concepts 

according to my age/grade level.

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

Goal
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1-4-17: Voc. Less. 9
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; then, 

define and use each term in a sentence:

to emulate an erudite student would 
enrapture all teachers however that 

would be boring instead it would 
benefit all to exhort each other in 

explicit ways to follow expectations set 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for each one, please 

write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking while you were writing, and 
label it "Reflection."
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Today is January 4, 2017            
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Grammar Diagnostic Assessment
6. Trade & Grade
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Grammar - YAY! or Grammar-schmammer? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

               Daily Objective
I can ... complete a grammar lesson 
and use vocabulary according to my 

age/grade level.

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

N/A
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1-5-17: Voc. Less. 9
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; then, 

define and use each term in a sentence:

many expatriates become enamored 
with the contries they visit that they 

make an exodus of their native land in 
order to enhance their own ethnic 

ideals
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for each one, please 

write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking while you were writing, and 
label it "Reflection."
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Today is January 5, 2017            
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Grammar Lesson 18
6. In-Class Activity
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. What do you know about the Holocaust? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

               Daily Objective
I can ... share my knowledge of past 
historical events using vocabulary 
according to my age/grade level.

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

Gram. Less. 18
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1-6-17: Voc. Less. 9
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; then, 

define and use each term in a sentence:

solving the enigma was expedient to 
finding the way out of the maze even 

though the solution was not evinced we 
eventually figured out that we had to 

enunciate the answer out loud to evoke 
the clear path from the secret door

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for each one, please 

write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking while you were writing, and 
label it "Reflection."
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Today is January 6, 2017            
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Holocaust BG Info cont.
6. In-class activity
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. How do you plan to attack the assignments associated with the reading 
of Night by Elie Wiesel? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

N/A

               Daily Objective
I can ... share my knowledge of past 
historical events using vocabulary 
according to my age/grade level.


